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ABSTRACT

Single-stranded DNA binding proteins (SSBs) avidly
bind ssDNA and yet enzymes that need to act during
DNA replication and repair are not generally impeded
by SSB, and are often stimulated by SSB. Here, the
effects of Escherichia coli SSB on the activities of
the DNA polymerase processivity clamp loader were
investigated. SSB enhances binding of the clamp
loader to DNA by increasing the lifetime on DNA.
Clamp loading was measured on DNA substrates
that differed in length of ssDNA overhangs to permit
SSB binding in different binding modes. Even though
SSB binds DNA adjacent to single-stranded/double-
stranded DNA junctions where clamps are loaded,
the rate of clamp loading on DNA was not affected by
SSB on any of the DNA substrates. Direct measure-
ments of the relative timing of DNA-SSB remodel-
ing and enzyme–DNA binding showed that the clamp
loader rapidly remodels SSB on DNA such that SSB
has little effect on DNA binding rates. However, when
SSB was mutated to reduce protein–protein interac-
tions with the clamp loader, clamp loading was in-
hibited by impeding binding of the clamp loader to
DNA. Thus, protein–protein interactions between the
clamp loader and SSB facilitate rapid DNA-SSB re-
modeling to allow rapid clamp loader-DNA binding
and clamp loading.

INTRODUCTION

Single-stranded DNA binding proteins (SSBs) are found in
all domains of life and in many DNA viruses. SSBs rapidly
and avidly bind single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) that forms
as an intermediate of normal cellular processes such as
DNA replication and repair (reviewed in (1–3)). In doing
so, SSBs serve structural functions including preventing ss-
DNA from forming secondary structures that may be detri-
mental to DNA metabolism and protecting ssDNA from
nucleases. Enzymes required for DNA metabolism need to
be able to act on SSB-coated DNA, and another impor-

tant function of SSBs is to coordinate the activities of en-
zymes and proteins required for these processes. Rather
than blocking enzymes that act on DNA, SSBs often stim-
ulate their activities via direct protein–protein interactions
(reviewed in (4,5)), but there is still much that is not known
about mechanisms by which SSBs influence enzyme activ-
ity. Mechanisms by which the Escherichia coli DNA poly-
merase processivity clamp loader, � complex (� 3��’� � sub-
units), interacts with SSB to load clamps on DNA is inves-
tigated here.

SSBs bind ssDNA with high affinity through a common
oligonucleotide/oligosaccharide protein fold (OB-fold). E.
coli SSB is composed of four identical subunits, each of
which possesses an OB-fold in the N-terminal domain that
can bind ssDNA. SSB binds DNA three main modes,
(SSB)35, (SSB)56 and (SSB)65, that differ in the number of
times DNA is wrapped around the tetramer and the num-
ber of nucleotides that are occluded by the protein, 35-,
56- and 65-nt, respectively (6–8). Two of the four OB-folds
are bound in the cooperative (SSB)35 binding mode, and all
four OB-folds engage DNA in the (SSB)65 binding mode
where DNA is bound with lower cooperativity. In vitro at
physiological salt concentrations, SSB binds ssDNA stoi-
chiometrically with a binding constant too high to mea-
sure accurately (9). Although SSB binds ssDNA with high
affinity, SSB-DNA interactions are dynamic in that SSB can
slide along DNA and spontaneously switch binding modes
(10,11). Enzymes may take advantage of these DNA-SSB
dynamics to gain access to DNA which may help prevent
SSB from competing with enzymes for DNA binding.

The C-terminal end of E. coli SSB contains two struc-
tural features, an intrinsically disordered linker region and
a conserved sequence motif at the very end of the protein
or C-tail. The conservation of the C-tail sequence likely
reflects its function of mediating protein–protein interac-
tions. This 8–10 amino acid region of the protein binds
directly to a number of enzymes that are involved in E.
coli DNA metabolism including DNA polymerases and pri-
mase (12–14), nucleases (15,16), DNA helicases (17,18), re-
combination proteins (19–22), replication restart proteins
(23–26), and uracil DNA glycosylase (27). The � sub-
unit of the E. coli DNA polymerase processivity clamp
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loader is another example of an SSB-interacting protein
(SIP) that binds the C-tail (28,29). Specifically, the C-
terminal Phe residue (Phe-177) binds a hydrophobic pocket
on � , and acidic groups in the C-tail interact with posi-
tively charged residues of � (30,31). The general features
of this binding mechanism have been observed for other
SIPs that have been co-crystalized with SSB C-tail peptides
(15,16,18,23,32). The essential nature of SSB-protein inter-
actions is highlighted by the observation that deletion of the
last 10 amino acids of SSB is lethal to E. coli even though
this SSB C-tail deletion mutant retains high affinity DNA
binding activity (33). While interactions between the C-tail
and SIPs seem to be the predominant mechanism for bind-
ing, a second type of binding interaction has recently been
identified for some enzymes. These SIPs may interact with
the intrinsically disordered linker region of SSB (34–37).
Regardless of the binding mechanism, physical interactions
between SSB and SIPs may help target SIPs to DNA sites
where they are needed and stimulate enzyme activity.

The clamp loader is a component of the DNA poly-
merase III holoenzyme along with the DNA polymerases
that catalyze synthesis of DNA during replication. The
function of the clamp loader is to load the �-sliding clamp
onto DNA, and the �-sliding clamp in turn binds DNA
polymerases to increase the processivity of DNA synthesis.
The mechanical clamp loading reaction is powered by ATP
binding and hydrolysis, and the clamp loader is a member
of the AAA+ family of ATPases. Physical and functional
interactions between the DNA polymerase III holoenzyme
and SSB are mediated by the � subunit of the clamp loader
as discussed above (28,29,38). These � -SSB interactions af-
fect the activity of the DNA polymerase III holoenzyme in
a number of ways including (i) increasing the salt resistance
of DNA synthesis, (ii) mediating the switch from primase to
polymerase, (iii) helping to chaperone the polymerase to a
newly loaded clamp and (iv) coupling leading and lagging
strand synthesis (28,30,38–40). Given that � is a subunit of
the clamp loader portion of the holoenzyme, this work fo-
cuses effects of SSB on the enzymatic activity of the clamp
loader and clamp loader-DNA interactions.

The clamp loader contains seven polypeptides, three
copies of the DnaX subunit and one copy each of the �,
�’, � and � subunits (41,42). Two different forms of DnaX
are made in the cell, a full-length form (� ) and a truncated
form (� ) made by a translational frameshift (43–45). The �
protein is about 2/3 length of � and contains the AAA+ AT-
Pase domains needed for clamp loading. The additional C-
terminal domains of � mediate interactions with the he-
licase and the polymerase (46–53). In the context of the
holoenzyme, the clamp loader likely contains two copies of
� and one copy of � (54). By binding the � subunit of DNA
polymerase III, the � subunits tether two polymerases to the
clamp loader. Active clamp loaders can be made using any
combination of DnaX subunits (55). The � complex clamp
loader (� 3��’� � subunits) is used in this study because it
is fully active as a clamp loader and lacks the C-terminal
regions of � that are subject to proteolysis during clamp
loader purification giving heterogeneous clamp loader pro-
tein preparations. In this work, mechanisms by which the �
complex clamp loader interacts with and loads clamps on
DNA bound by SSB are investigated.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Buffers

Reaction buffers contained 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 50 mM
NaCl, 8 mM MgCl2, 0.5 mM ATP or ATP�S, 5 mM DTT,
40 	g/ml BSA and 4% glycerol. Clamp closing reactions
also contained 0.5 mM EDTA.

Proteins and oligonucleotides

The � complex clamp loader (� 3��’� � subunits) and �-
clamp were expressed and purified as described (56–58).
A unique Cys residue was incorporated into SSB by site-
directed mutagenesis of Ala-122 to Cys. The SSB�C1 ex-
pression vector was a gift of the Keck laboratory. Wild-type
and mutant SSB proteins were expressed and purified as de-
scribed (59). Unlabeled protein concentrations were deter-
mined by measuring the absorbance at 280 nm under de-
naturing conditions and using extinction coefficients of 220
050 M−1 cm−1 for � complex (60), 14 700 M−1cm−1 for �
(58) and 28 300 M−1 cm−1 for wt SSB (8). Empirical titra-
tions of ssDNA with WT SSB in clamp closing and FRET
assays showed that 1.5 molar equivalents of SSB ensured all
ssDNA was bound. Whenever SSB was present in reactions,
SSB was bound to DNA by pre-incubating the two prior to
adding the other reagents. Oligonucleotides were purchased
from Integrated DNA Technologies and purified by PAGE
or HPLC. Fluorescein-dT was incorporated into oligonu-
cleotides during synthesis. AF488 was covalently attached
to an oligonucleotide containing an C6 amino linker on the
5′ position of dT and purified as described previously (61).

Labeling proteins with fluorophores

Unique surface Cys residues were introduced into �
for clamp closing (�-R103C/I305C/C260S/C333S)
(62), � for clamp loader-clamp binding DNA: �-
I305C/C260S/C333S (62), and SSB for DNA-SSB
remodeling (SSB-A122C) (63). In some experiments, WT
� was labeled on Cys-333 for FRET DNA binding assays.
Proteins were labeled on Cys residues with maleimide
derivatives of Alexa Fluor 488 (�-AF4882) or Alexa Fluor
647 (�-AF647 and SSB-AF647). Labeled proteins were pu-
rified as described previously for � using a desalting column
(BioGel P6-DG, BioRad), anion exchange chromatography
(HiTrap Q, Cytiva), and dialysis to remove excess fluo-
rophore from proteins after labeling (62). Labeled protein
concentrations were determined by using a Bradford-type
assay (Bio-Rad Protein Assay) with unlabeled proteins (�
or SSB) as standards or from the absorbance of � at 280
nm for �-AF647.

Equilibrium clamp loader DNA binding assays

DNA was labeled with a fluorescein donor at a dT 20-nt
from the 3′ recessed end and annealed to a complementary
strand to form a 30-nucleotide duplex with a 65-nt ss poly-
dT 5′ overhang. The �-clamp was labeled at Cys-333 with
an AF647 acceptor. Steady-state fluorescence was measured
using a Photon Technology International QuantaMaster 1
fluorimeter with a 3 nm bandpass and measuring emission
from 505 to 750 nm when exciting at 495 nm. Spectra for
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DNA or DNA-SSB in assay buffer containing ATP�S was
measured to provide a signal for free DNA before adding
�-AF647 and � complex to measure equilibrium binding.
Sufficient �-AF647 was added to ensure that at least 95%
of the � complex was bound by � assuming a Kd of 3 nM
for � complex-� dissociation (64). Titration data was an-
alyzed and graphed using KaleidaGraph. Relative fluores-
cence intensity values at 520 nm were calculated by dividing
the signal for �, � complex and DNA (or DNA-SSB) by the
signal for free DNA (or DNA-SSB). These values were plot-
ted as a function of clamp loader concentration and fit to a
quadratic curve (Equation (1)) assuming a 1:1 protein:DNA
binding stoichiometry to calculate the Kd value where D0
is the total DNA concentration, γ 0 is the total � complex
concentration and Sb and Sf are the fluorescence signals for
bound and free DNA, respectively.

y =
Do + γo + Kd −

√
(Do + γo + Kd )2 − 4Doγo

2Do
(Sb − Sf ) + Sf (1)

Clamp closing reactions

A sequential mixing scheme was used where the clamp
loader, �-AF4882 and ATP were mixed and preincubated
for 4 s prior to adding DNA and excess unlabeled clamp
to measure rates of clamp closing. In DNA titration tri-
als, final concentrations were 20nM clamp loader, 20 nM
�-AF4882, 200 nM unlabeled �, 40 nM, 80 nM or 160
nM DNA, and 1.5 molar equivalents of SSB or SSB�C1
per DNA molecule when present. Additionally, overhang
lengths of 35, 65 and 80 nt were tested at 40 nM DNA. Ex-
periments with the 80-nt ssDNA overhang were done with
both 1.5 and 5 molecules of SSB per DNA molecule. The de-
crease in AF488 fluorescence that occurs when clamps are
closed on DNA was measured as a function of time using
an Applied Photophysics SX20MV stopped-flow by excit-
ing AF488 at 495 nm using a 3.7 nm bandpass. Fluores-
cence emission measured using a 515-nm long pass filter.
Data was collected every millisecond over four seconds, for
a total of 4000 time points. Time courses were fit to double
exponential decays (Equation (2)) for wild-type SSB to es-
timate the rates of decrease in fluorescence where afast and
aslow are the amplitudes associated with the fast and slow
phases and kfast and kslow are the rates of the fast and slow
phases, respectively, and c is a constant. Double exponen-
tial decays did not improve the quality of empirical fits of
time courses reactions with SSB�C1 so the simpler single
exponential fits were used.

y = a f ast
(
1 − etkf ast

) + aslow

(
1 − etkslow

) + c (2)

Stopped-flow FRET experimental set-up

An Applied Photophysics SX20MV stopped-flow was used
in single-mix mode to mix equal volumes (60 	l) from two
different syringes. The pressure was held throughout the
data collection period. Fluorescein was excited at 495 nm
with a bandpass of 5.5 nm. Emission was measured using
a 540 nm filter with a bandpass of 50 nm manufactured by
Edmund Optics.

DNA binding reactions

Single mix reactions were done in which a solution � com-
plex and �-AF647 was added to a solution of DNA or
DNA-SSB. Final concentrations were 20 nM DNA, 30 nM
SSB when present, 0.5 mM ATP�S, 20, 40 or 80 nM � com-
plex along with 100 nM �-AF647 in reactions with 20 and
40 nM � complex or 200 nM �-AF647 in reactions with 80
nM � complex. Data was collected using a split timebase
over 11 s in which the first 1000 points were collected at a
1 ms interval followed by 1000 points collected at a 10 ms
interval.

DNA dissociation reactions

Single mix reactions were done in which a solution of DNA-
F with or without SSB, � complex, �-AF647 and ATP�S
was mixed with a solution of unlabeled DNA or DNA-SSB
and ATP�S. Final concentrations were 20 nM DNA-F with
or without 30 nM SSB, 40 nM � complex, and 100 nM �-
AF647 400 nM unlabeled DNA (same sequence as labeled
DNA) or DNA-SSB, and 0.5 mM ATPYS. For DNA-SSB
reactions, data was collected using a split time base in which
1000 points were collected at a 1 ms interval followed by
10 000 points collected at a 6 ms interval (60 s total). For
DNA only reactions, 10 000 points were collected at a 2 ms
interval (20 s total).

Equilibrium DNA-SSB remodeling

The DNA substrate consisted of 30-nt duplex labeled with
AF488 on dT 7-nt from the 3′ recessed end and a 35-nt 5′
ss dT overhang. Fluorescence emission spectra were mea-
sured from 505 to 735 nm when exciting at 495 nm and us-
ing a bandpass of 3 or 4 nm. DNA substrates were titrated
with SSB-AF647 until the fluorescence reached a minimum
value. The magnitude of the quench that occurs when SSB-
AF647 binds DNA-AF488 was calculated from the differ-
ence in intensity at 520 nm for free DNA and DNA that
was saturated with SSB-AF647. Final concentrations were
10 nM DNA-AF488 and 0–200 nM SSB-AF647.

DNA-SSB remodeling was measured by adding a solu-
tion of � complex and � to a solution of DNA-AF488, SSB-
AF647 and ATP�S. Spectra for DNA-SSB were measured
before and after addition of � complex and �. The relative
fluorescence value for the remodeled complex was calcu-
lated from the ratio of the intensity at 520 nM for DNA-
SSB plus � complex and � divided by that for DNA-SSB
only. Final concentrations were 10 nM DNA-AF488, 50
nM SSB-AF647, 0–100 nM � complex, 200 nM � and 0.5
mM ATP�S.

Real-time DNA-SSB remodeling reactions

The DNA substrate consisted of a 30-nt duplex labeled with
fluorescein on dT 7-nt from the 3′ recessed end and a 35-
nt 5′ ss dT overhang. Single mix reactions were done in
which a solution containing � complex, �, and ATP�S was
mixed with a solution of DNA-F bound by SSB-AF647
and ATP�S. Final concentrations were 40 nM � complex,
100 nM �, 20 nM fluorescein labeled DNA, 30 nM SSB
labeled with AF647, and 0.5 mM ATP�S. Four thousand
data points were collected at a 1 ms interval (4 s total).
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Reproducibility and error

Experiments were generally done three times. As an addi-
tional measure of robustness, measurements were made by
varying the order of addition (equilibrium) or comparing
different reactions side-by-side (kinetic) to rule out system-
atic effects due to methods. In equilibrium titration experi-
ments, the order in which various concentrations of titrant
were added to reactions differed between replicate experi-
ments. In kinetic experiments, different reactions were mea-
sured in side-by-side experiments in different replicates. For
example, in one replicate, the same DNA concentration was
used in reactions with and without SSB and in another repli-
cate, different DNA concentrations were compared side-by-
side. Representative kinetic traces are shown. Rate and equi-
librium constants were calculated from three independent
experiments and are reported as the average with standard
deviation. Titration data for each of the three replicate ex-
periments are plotted along with the average and standard
deviation.

RESULTS

Clamp loader–clamp binding to DNA is enhanced by wild-
type SSB and inhibited by a SSB C-tail mutant, SSB�C1

The E. coli clamp loader loads clamps on ss/ds DNA junc-
tions with 5′ ss DNA overhangs to which SSB would typi-
cally be bound in vivo. Clamp loader binding to DNA and
to DNA bound by SSB (DNA-SSB) was measured under
equilibrium conditions. The E. coli � complex clamp loader,
composed of � 3��’� � subunits, was used for all the exper-
iments in this study. Although SSB binds DNA stoichio-
metrically at the concentrations used in this work, an ex-
cess of SSB was used (1.5 molecules of SSB per molecule
of DNA) to ensure that all DNA was bound by SSB. A
DNA substrate with a 30-base pair (bp) duplex region and a
65-nucleotide (nt) single-stranded dT (ss dT65) 5′ overhang
was used to allow SSB to bind in the (SSB)35, (SSB)56 or
(SSB)65 binding modes (6–8). Equilibrium binding of the
clamp loader to DNA was measured using a fluorescence
resonance energy transfer (FRET) assay to determine how
SSB affects access of the clamp loader to ss/ds DNA junc-
tions. Briefly, DNA was labeled with a fluorescein donor
(DNA-F) 20 nucleotides from the 3′-recessed end and the
�-clamp was labeled with an Alexa Fluor 647 acceptor (�-
AF647). Binding of the clamp loader-�-AF647 complex
to DNA quenches donor fluorescence. ATP was replaced
by the nonhydrolyzable ATP analog, ATP�S, to inhibit
ATP hydrolysis by the clamp loader and permit measure-
ment of the clamp loader-clamp complex binding to DNA
without loading clamps. When DNA-F (Figure 1, upper
panel) or DNA-F bound by SSB (DNA-SSB) (Figure 1,
middle panel) was titrated with � complex and �-AF647,
donor fluorescence decreased with increasing clamp loader
concentration due to FRET. Binding isotherms were fit to
Equation (1) (Materials and Methods) describing 1:1 pro-
tein:DNA binding to calculate dissociation constants (Kd)
of 30.6 ± 19.7 nM for DNA and 6.6 ± 1.7 nM for DNA-SSB
showing that SSB enhances binding of the clamp loader to
DNA. The decrease in fluorescence intensity in the bind-
ing isotherm for DNA-SSB is steeper than the slope de-
scribed by this simple 1:1 binding model suggesting that

Figure 1. Equilibrium binding of a clamp loader-clamp complex to DNA
or DNA-SSB measured by FRET. Fluorescein-labeled DNA (DNA-F)
was titrated with the � complex and AF647-labeled clamp to measure
DNA binding in reactions containing 20 nM DNA (upper panel), 20 nM
DNA and 30 nM wt SSB (middle panel), 20 nM DNA and 30 nM SSB�C1
(lower panel) in the presence of 0.5 mM ATP�S. The concentration of �
complex was varied, and the concentration of �-AF647 was sufficient to
ensure that at least 95% of the � complex was bound by �. Data points
show values for three independent titrations for each condition. Average
donor intensity values (horizontal line) and standard deviations (error
bars) are plotted also.
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SSB may have a cooperative effect on clamp loader-DNA
binding. The � subunit of the clamp loader binds the acidic
C-terminal end of SSB and the last residue, Phe-177, binds
a hydrophobic pocket on � (28,30,38). Binding of the clamp
loader-clamp to a DNA substrate bound by a SSB mu-
tant that lacks Phe-177 (SSB�C1) reduced binding of the
clamp loader-clamp to DNA (Figure 1, lower panel). Fit-
ting the binding data for DNA-SSB�C1 to a 1:1 pro-
tein:DNA binding model yields a Kd of 140 ± 60 nM. The
SSB mutation also affects the shape of the binding isotherm
such that the slope of the decrease in fluorescence is not as
steep as for wt SSB and fit to the 1:1 protein:DNA binding
model.

SSB does not increase the binding rate of the clamp loader to
DNA, but instead increases the lifetime of the clamp loader-
clamp complex on DNA

The enhancement of clamp loader–DNA binding by SSB
could be due to increasing the on-rate, decreasing the off-
rate, or a combination of the two. To determine how SSB
affects DNA binding rates, the FRET-based DNA binding
assay was used to measure binding as a function of time
at three different DNA or DNA-SSB concentrations (Fig-
ure 2). The same DNA substrate with a 30-bp duplex and
a ss dT65 5′ overhang was used. Overall, SSB had a rela-
tively small effect on binding reactions. At the lowest clamp
loader concentration (20 nM), the difference in observed
binding rates was the greatest with binding being slower for
the DNA-SSB substrate. With increasing concentrations of
clamp loader, rates of binding increase as expected for a bi-
molecular reaction. These data show that SSB does not in-
crease DNA binding rates to enhance clamp loader-DNA
binding.

Given that SSB did not increase DNA binding rates, the
expectation is that the enhanced binding affinity for DNA-
SSB is due to slower dissociation of the clamp loader-clamp
from DNA-SSB than DNA. To test this possibility, clamp
loader–clamp dissociation from DNA and DNA-SSB was
measured using the FRET-based DNA binding assay. An
excess of unlabeled DNA trap and ATP�S was added to
a solution containing � complex, �-AF647, DNA-F and
ATP�S. In experiments containing SSB, the DNA trap was
pre-bound with SSB to avoid the possibility of transfer of
SSB from the substrate to the trap. As predicted, the clamp
loader-clamp complex dissociates from DNA faster than
from DNA-SSB (Figure 3). Fitting the time courses for dis-
sociation to exponentials gave an average rate of 0.46 ± 0.05
s−1 for naked DNA and 0.14 ± 0.02 s−1 for DNA-SSB,
about 3 times slower when SSB is bound to DNA.

Clamp loading is not affected by SSB bound to DNA

In the absence of ATP hydrolysis, SSB enhances binding
of the clamp loader-clamp to DNA by increasing the life-
time of the proteins on DNA. To determine how SSB af-
fects clamp loading in reactions with ATP, clamp closing
around DNA and DNA-SSB was measured. Briefly, the �-
clamp was labeled on both sides of the dimer interfaces with
Alexa Fluor 488 (AF488) such that when the �-AF4882
clamp is bound to the clamp loader and open, a pair of

Figure 2. Real time binding of clamp loader–clamp complexes to DNA
and DNA-SSB. Representative time courses show the decrease in donor
fluorescence that occurs when DNA-F is bound by a clamp loader-clamp
complex containing �-AF647 in reactions with (blue) and without (black)
SSB. Binding reactions contained 20 nM � complex and 100 nM �-AF647
(top panel), 40 nM � complex and 100 nM �-AF647 (middle panel), and
80 nM � complex and 200 nM �-AF647 (bottom panel), 20 nM DNA-F,
30 nM SSB when present, and 0.5 mM ATP�S.
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Figure 3. Clamp loader-clamp complexes dissociation from DNA (black)
and DNA-SSB (blue). Representative time courses are shown from reac-
tions in which an excess of unlabeled DNA or DNA-SSB trap was added
to a solution of DNA-F or DNA-F-SSB, respectively, bound by � complex
and �-AF647. Final concentrations were 40 nM � complex clamp loader,
100 nM �-AF647 clamp, 20 nM DNA-F, 30 nM SSB when present, 400
nM unlabeled DNA or 400 nM DNA-SSB trap and 0.5 mM ATP�S. Solid
red lines through data show single exponential fits used to calculate disso-
ciation rates.

fluorophores is separated and the relative fluorescence is
high. When �-AF4882 is closed on DNA, the AF488 flu-
orophores are within contact distance and fluorescence is
quenched (62,65). The DNA substrate with a 30-bp du-
plex and a ss dT65 5′ overhang was used as in binding ex-
periments. Rates of clamp closing by the � complex clamp
loader (� 3��’�� subunits) were measured in sequential mix-
ing stopped-flow experiments in which the clamp loader,
clamp, and ATP were mixed and pre-incubated (4 s) to form
a complex prior to addition of DNA or DNA-SSB and an
excess of unlabeled clamps to limit reactions to a single mea-
surable turnover (Figure 4A). Time courses for clamp clos-
ing are not exponential, but these data were fit to expo-
nential decays to provide estimates of rates of decrease in
fluorescence and to provide a measure of the reproducibil-
ity of experiments (Figure 4B). Addition of SSB to DNA
did not affect the rates of clamp closing at the three differ-
ent DNA concentrations (40, 80, and 160 nM) tested (Ta-
ble 1). The rate of clamp loading is modestly dependent
on the concentration of DNA or DNA-SSB. At the lowest
concentration (40 nM) of DNA or DNA-SSB clamp clos-

Figure 4. Clamp loading on DNA without and with bound SSB. (A) The
reaction scheme for clamp closing is shown. The clamp loader was pre-
incubated with �-AF4882 and ATP for 4 s to form an open clamp loader-
clamp complex prior to adding DNA or DNA-SSB along with an excess
of unlabeled �-clamp to limit reactions to a single turnover. (B) Represen-
tative clamp closing reactions for containing 40, 80, and 160 nM DNA
(black traces) or DNA-SSB (blue traces) along with 20 nM � complex
clamp loader, 20 nM �-AF882, 200 nM unlabeled �, and 0.5 mM ATP.
Solid red lines through the data show fits to a double exponential with
values in Table 1. (C) Representative clamp closing reactions for 40 nM
DNA-SSB substrates with 35, 65 or 80-nt ssDNA overhangs and 1.5 molar
equivalents of SSB (darker shades of blue with increasing length). Clamp
closing on the ss dT80 substrate and 5 molar equivalents of SSB is shown
in red.

ing is slower, but at the higher concentrations (80 and 160
nM) is the same within experimental error (Table 1). Given
the modest concentration-dependence, clamp closing rates
largely reflect the rate of an intramolecular reaction in the
clamp loader-DNA complex.

The DNA substrate used in Figure 4B had a 65-nt ss
DNA overhang so that SSB could potentially bind in any of
the three most favored binding modes, (SSB)35, (SSB)56, or
(SSB)65. To determine whether differences in the SSB bind-
ing mode may affect the rate of clamp closing, the length of
the ss DNA overhang and ratio of SSB to DNA was varied.
Three different DNA substrates that differed in the length
of the ss dT overhang, 35-, 65- or 80-nt were used. The
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Table 1. Rates for clamp closing on DNA with a ss dT65 5′ overhang

DNA-SSB (nM) SSB afast kfast (s−1) aslow kslow (s−1)

40 none 1 ± 0.1 7.5 ± 0.8 0.1 ± 0.04 1.1 ± 0.8
80 none 0.8 ± 0.2 10.7 ± 1.3 0.3 ± 0.2 3.1 ± 0.2
160 none 0.7 ± 0.2 13.1 ± 2.6 0.3 ± 0.2 3.9 ± 0.6
40 wt SSB 1 ± 0.1 7.6 ± 1.1 0.1 ± 0.05 1.5 ± 0.4
80 wt SSB 0.8 ± 0.1 10.9 ± 2.2 0.2 ± 0.06 3 ± 0.5
160 wt SSB 0.7 ± 0.1 16.3 ± 5.1 0.4 ± 0.1 4.5 ± 1.3
40 SSB�C1 0.9 ± 0.1 1 ± 0.1 - -
80 SSB�C1 1 ± 0.04 2.3 ± 0.2 - -
160 SSB�C1 1 ± 0.05 3.5 ± 0.9 - -

*Amplitudes (a) and rates (k) with standard deviations are given for three independent measurements.

Table 2. Rates for clamp closing reactions on DNA-SSB substrates (40 nM) with different lengths ss dT 5′ overhangs

5′ overhang [SSB]/[DNA] afast kfast (s−1) aslow kslow (s−1)

ss dT35 1.5 1 ± 0.03 8.6 ± 0.4 0.1 ± 0.06 0.1 ± 0.05
ss dT65 1.5 1 ± 0.05 9.1 ± 0.2 0.1 ± 0.09 0.4 ± 0.4
ss dT80 1.5 1 ± 0.06 10.2 ± 0.1 0.05 ± 0.01 1.4 ± 0.4
ss dT80 5 1 ± 0.04 8.7 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.05 0.4 ± 0.2

*Amplitudes (a) and rates (k) with standard deviations are given for three independent measurements.

ss dT35 substrate will only support binding in the (SSB)35
binding mode and the ss dT80 substrate could potentially
bind two molecules of SSB in the (SSB)35 binding mode.
All three DNA substrates had a 30-bp duplex of the same
sequence. When 1.5 molecules of SSB per molecule of DNA
(40 nM) was added to each, the rates of clamp closing were
similar (Figure 4C and Table 2). When the number of SSB
molecules was increased to 5 SSB molecules per ss dT80
DNA molecule to favor binding of 2 SSB molecules in the
(SSB)35 binding mode, the rate of clamp closing was similar
to that for the reaction with 1.5 SSB molecules per DNA.

Clamp loading is inhibited by the SSB C-tail deletion mutant
(SSB�C1)

The binding affinity of the clamp loader for DNA bound
by SSB�C1 is lower than that for DNA bound by wt SSB.
To determine how the SSB�C1 mutant affects the activity
of the clamp loader, clamp closing was measured on DNA-
SSB�C1. At the DNA concentrations tested (40, 80 and
160 nM), clamp closing on DNA bound by SSB�C1 was
slower than clamp closing on DNA bound by wt SSB and
the rate of clamp closing increases with the concentration of
DNA-SSB�C1 (Figure 5 and Table 1). The increase in the
rate scaled with the increase in DNA-SSB�C1 concentra-
tion such that rates approximately double when the concen-
tration doubled indicating that closing rates are dependent
on binding rates.

The clamp loader efficiently remodels DNA-SSB to load
clamps

Wild-type SSB on DNA does not impede clamp loader
binding to DNA or loading clamps whereas the SSB�C1
mutant inhibits both. This suggests that protein–protein
interactions between the clamp loader and SSB allow the
clamp loader to rapidly remodel DNA-SSB to gain access
to the ss/ds DNA junction for efficient DNA binding and

Figure 5. Clamp loading on DNA bound by SSB�C1. Representative
clamp closing time courses are shown for reactions containing 40, 80 or
160 nM DNA along with 1.5 equivalents of SSB�C1 (darker blue with in-
creasing concentration). Reactions also contain 20 nM � complex clamp
loader, 20 nM �-AF882, 200 nM unlabeled �, and 0.5 mM ATP. The black
trace shows a clamp loading reaction on ‘naked’ DNA (160 nM) for com-
parison. Solid red lines show single exponential fits of the data with values
reported in Table 1.
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Table 3. Rates for clamp loader DNA binding and DNA-SSB remodeling
on DNA with ss dT35

Reaction afast kfast (s−1) aslow kslow (s−1)

Binding 0.7 ± 0.06 10.9 ± 3.7 0.3 ± 0.06 0.9 ± 0.9
Remodeling 0.87 ± 0.10 10.4 ± 0.6 0.17 ± 0.04 0.8 ± 0.4

*Amplitudes (a) and rates (k) with standard deviations are given for three
independent measurements.

clamp loading. This set of experiments measures DNA-
SSB remodeling by the clamp loader directly by adapting
a DNA-SSB remodeling assay previously used to measure
SSB dynamics on DNA (63). Briefly, the primer strand an-
nealed to ss dT35 DNA was labeled with a fluorescent donor,
either AF488 or F, on the 30-nt duplex region 7-nt from
the 3′ recessed end. SSB was labeled with an AF647 accep-
tor (SSB-AF647) at residue 122. When SSB-AF647 binds
the DNA-AF488 donor, fluorescence is quenched. At sat-
urating concentrations of SSB, there is about a 4- to 5-
fold quench (4.5 ± 0.5) in donor fluorescence (Figure 6A).
When the clamp loader, ATP�S, and the clamp are added,
the donor fluorescence increases by about 1.5-fold (Figure
6B). This increase in donor fluorescence on clamp loader-
clamp binding is small relative the magnitude of the quench
that occurs when SSB-AF647 binds DNA-AF488 showing
that the clamp loader does not completely displace SSB. In-
stead, DNA-SSB is remodeled in some way that moves the
acceptor-labeled SSB farther from the donor on DNA when
the clamp loader-clamp binds. DNA with a ss dT35 DNA
overhang was used because clamp closing reactions were
not strongly dependent on the length of the ss DNA over-
hang, and because the signal change for remodeling DNA-
SSB is larger (1.5-fold) for ss dT35 DNA than for ss dT65
(1.2-fold).

DNA-SSB remodeling was measured in real time by
adding a solution of � complex and � to a solution of DNA-
F bound by SSB-AF647, and the increase in donor fluores-
cence that occurs when the clamp loader remodels DNA-
SSB was measured as a function of time. Time courses for
DNA-SSB remodeling were overlayed on the time courses
for DNA binding to define the temporal correlation be-
tween DNA binding and SSB-DNA remodeling (Figure
6C). This comparison along with rates calculated for the
time courses show that DNA-SSB remodeling is rapid and
occurs on the same time scale as clamp loader-DNA bind-
ing (Table 3).

DISCUSSION

Clamp loader binding DNA versus DNA-SSB

SSB can stimulate activities of enzymes that act on DNA,
and we asked how SSB affected clamp loader–DNA bind-
ing and clamp loading activity. In vivo, SSB rapidly binds
ssDNA that forms during DNA replication and would be
bound on ssDNA adjacent to the ss/ds DNA junctions
where clamps are loaded. Given that clamp loader’s �
subunit physically interacts with the SSB C-tail, protein–
protein interactions between the clamp loader and SSB
(with 4 C-tails) bound adjacent to ss/ds DNA junctions
could help to recruit the clamp loader to the right site on

Figure 6. DNA-SSB remodeling by the clamp loader-clamp complex. (A)
Representative fluorescence emission spectra are shown for 50 nM DNA-
AF488 only (black) and 50 nM DNA-AF488 bound by SSB-AF647 (75
nM, blue). (B) The increase in donor (AF488) fluorescence that occurs
when the clamp loader-clamp binds DNA-SSB-AF647 under equilibrium
conditions is shown. Individual data points show donor fluorescence val-
ues for three independent experiments along with average values (horizon-
tal lines) and standard deviations (error bars). (C) A representative time
course for DNA-SSB remodeling when unlabeled � complex (40 nM) and
� (100 nM) are added to DNA-F (20 nM) bound by SSB-AF647 (30nM,
blue) is overlayed on a time course for � complex (40 nM) and �-AF647
(100 nM) binding DNA-F (20 nM, black).

DNA. This was the case for RecQ helicase where SSB in-
creases the on-rate for RecQ binding DNA (66). However,
SSB had very little effect on the rates of clamp loader bind-
ing to DNA substrates with a 65-nt ssDNA overhang, and
binding was modestly slower for DNA bound by SSB. It is
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Figure 7. Ribbon diagram of a clamp loader (�3��’) bound to
primer/template DNA (PDB ID: 3GLF (71)). The � subunits are shown
in shades of blue, �’ in red, and � in gold. The DNA primer strand is black,
the template strand is grey, and the nucleotide that is donor-labeled for
FRET with AF647-labeled SSB is colored green. The five clamp loader
subunits encircle the DNA duplex with the ss/ds DNA junction ‘capped’
by the clamp loader. Amino acid residues in the � subunit (shown in brown)
interact with the ssDNA overhang as it exits the clamp loader. The � and
� subunits present in the � complex clamp loader used in this study are
not present in this structure.

not surprising that SSB did not increase the binding rates
because bimolecular rate constants for clamp loader-DNA
binding to ‘naked’ DNA are already rapid and, the order
of 1 to 6 × 108 M−1 s−1, near the diffusion limit (56,67,68).
Perhaps what is more surprising is that SSB does not sub-
stantially slow this rapid rate of DNA binding given that
a stretch of DNA at the ss/ds DNA junction must be free
for clamp loader binding. Structural data show that clamp
loaders bind DNA in a manner that places the ss/ds DNA
junction inside the ‘cap’ of the clamp loader with clamp
loader subunits encircling about a helical turn of the du-
plex region (69–71) (Figure 7). When bound to DNA, the
� subunit of the E. coli clamp loader makes direct contact
with the first four nucleotides of ssDNA at the ss/ds junc-
tion, and the volume of the clamp loader is likely to occlude
a few more nucleotides of ssDNA (71). After the clamp
loader-clamp is bound to DNA, SSB stabilizes the complex
by increasing the lifetime of the clamp loader on DNA to
increase the affinity of the clamp loader for DNA-SSB over
naked DNA. This increased lifetime is consistent with the
function of the � -SSB interactions in the DNA polymerase
III holoenzyme that generally stabilize the replicase at the
replication fork (28,30,38).

Clamp loading on DNA versus DNA-SSB

SSB could also stimulate clamp loading activity by protein–
protein interactions that have a positive allosteric effect
on clamp loading activity. Previously, clamp loading on
a symmetrical DNA substrate with two short 30-nt over-
hangs bound by SSB was measured, and SSB had little ef-

fect on rates of clamp closing (72). However, this DNA
substrate was too short to allow SSB to bind in its pre-
ferred DNA binding modes, (SSB)35, (SSB)56 and (SSB)65,
in which DNA is wrapped around SSB to occlude 35-, 56-
or 65-nucleotides, respectively. Therefore, we asked whether
SSB stimulates clamp loading on a DNA substrate that
is long enough to allow SSB to bind DNA in one of its
preferred modes. The primary DNA substrate used in this
study had a 65-nt ss dT overhang to allow SSB to bind DNA
in any of these modes and to reduce DNA secondary struc-
ture that could potentially affect clamp loading on naked
DNA. Clamp closing on DNA was used as a measure of
clamp loading, and clamp closing rates were the same for
DNA and DNA-SSB with a ss dT65 overhang. SSB nei-
ther stimulates nor inhibits clamp loading measured under
single-turnover conditions in this clamp closing reaction.

The DNA binding mode of SSB depends on solution
conditions including the salt concentration and the ratio
of SSB to DNA. Low sodium chloride (10 mM NaCl) and
high ratios of SSB to DNA favor the (SSB)35 binding mode
whereas high sodium chloride (≥200 mM NaCl) and mag-
nesium chloride favor the (SSB)65 binding mode (6–8). The
assay buffer used here contained relatively high salt (50 mM
NaCl and 8 mM MgCl2) and a low SSB to DNA ratio (1.5:1
SSB:DNA) that likely favors the (SSB)65 binding mode on
the ss dT65 overhang. To determine whether clamp load-
ing is influenced by the SSB DNA binding mode, clamp
loading on DNA-SSB substrates with three different length
overhangs, ss dT35, ss dT65 and ss dT80, was measured and
with two different ratios of SSB to DNA on the longest ss
dT80 substrate. At a SSB:DNA ratio of 1.5:1, the ss dT65
and ss dT80 substrates likely predominantly bind one SSB
molecule in the (SSB)65 binding mode. The ss dT35 substrate
can only bind one SSB in the (SSB)35 mode and a ratio of
5:1 SSB:DNA favors binding of two molecules of SSB to ss
dT80 in the (SSB)35 mode. Clamp closing rates were simi-
lar under these four conditions showing that the SSB bind-
ing mode does not have a large impact on clamp loading
and the clamp loader can readily load clamps regardless of
SSB or the binding mode. It should be noted that there was
a modest increase in the clamp closing rate on increasing
the length of ssDNA from 35- to 80-nt and a modest de-
crease in the closing rate when the number of molecules of
SSB molecules per DNA was increased for the dT80 sub-
strate. This could reflect a modest difference in the ability of
the clamp loader to remodel SSB-DNA in the (SSB)65 and
(SSB)35 binding modes. However, we believe that it more
likely reflects the probability that there is a short stretch of
ssDNA adjacent to the ss/ds DNA junction when the dT80
substrate is bound by a single SSB molecule.

In many of the studies showing that SSB stimulates en-
zymes, activity is measured in steady-state assays. Here,
clamp loading was measured under pre-steady-state single-
turnover conditions in clamp closing assays. In these reac-
tions, the clamp loader binds DNA, hydrolyzes ATP, and
closes the clamp around DNA. Clamp closing (and/or con-
formational changes required for clamp closing) is the slow-
est step in this single-turnover reaction, but clamp closing
is not the rate-limiting step in the steady-state reaction cy-
cle (56,73). Steady-state rates are likely limited by the rate
of a dissociation event, clamp, DNA, or ADP dissociation
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from the clamp loader, and it is possible that SSB affects the
rate of one of these steps to affect clamp loading rates un-
der steady-state conditions. There are also examples of SSB
having an allosteric effect on enzymes to directly increase
activity. The ATPase activity of RadD is directly stimulated
by SSB (19), SSB stimulates the helicase activity of RecQ
by promoting formation of a kinetic state that is capable
of unwinding DNA faster than in the absence of SSB (74),
and SSB exerts an allosteric effect on RecO that affects the
oligomeric state of RecR-RecO to promote RecA loading
onto DNA (75). Our single-turnover experiments would un-
cover a direct or allosteric effect on the clamp closing reac-
tion if it were happening, but no such stimulation was mea-
sured.

Protein-Protein interactions and DNA-SSB remodeling

Even though SSB binds adjacent to ss/ds DNA junctions
where clamps are loaded, SSB did not impede clamp load-
ing even when the ssDNA overhang was relatively short (35
nt) leaving little room for another protein to bind. How-
ever, when protein–protein interactions between SSB and
the � subunit of the clamp loader are weakened by dele-
tion of the C-terminal Phe of SSB, the SSB�C1 mutant
inhibits clamp loader-DNA interactions. Inhibition of en-
zyme activity by SSB C-tail mutants has been observed
for other enzymes also (17,24,28,76). Binding of the clamp
loader to DNA-SSB�C1 was about 20-fold weaker than
binding to DNA-SSB and clamp closing rates were also
reduced (Figures 1 and 5). Not only is the rate of clamp
closing slower on DNA-SSB�C1 than DNA-SSB, but the
rate was linearly dependent on the concentration of DNA-
SSB�C1 (Table 1). This shows that slowest step in the
pre-steady-state clamp closing reaction changed from an
intramolecular clamp closing step for reactions with wt
SSB to a biomolecular DNA binding reaction for DNA-
SSB�C1. In other words, SSB�C1 inhibits DNA binding
so that the binding reaction becomes rate-limiting in single-
turnover clamp closing reactions. SSB-DNA interactions
are dynamic in that even though SSB binds DNA tightly,
SSB moves along DNA and can switch between binding
modes which ultimately changes the ‘footprint’ of SSB to
uncover ssDNA (10,11) and deletion of the C-terminal Phe
is unlikely to affect SSB-DNA dynamics because this Phe is
not in the DNA binding domain. These dynamics likely per-
mit the clamp loader to load clamps on DNA-SSB�C1 al-
beit at a slower rate. Rapid clamp loading requires protein–
protein interactions between the clamp loader and SSB that
allow the clamp loader to actively remodel DNA-SSB.

Perhaps the most striking result of this work is that DNA-
SSB remodeling by the clamp loader is so rapid and effi-
cient such that DNA binding rates and clamp closing are
not substantially different for DNA and DNA-SSB. This
was verified by measuring DNA-SSB remodeling directly
using a FRET-based assay under identical conditions to re-
actions measuring the clamp loader binding to DNA-SSB.
These experiments showed DNA-SSB remodeling occurs
on a similar time scale as the DNA binding reaction (Figure
6 and Table 3). The other interesting result from DNA-SSB
remodeling reactions was that both the clamp loader and
SSB can bind to DNA even when the ssDNA overhang is

as short as 35 nt. When acceptor-labeled SSB binds donor-
labeled DNA, there was about a 4 to 5-fold quench in fluo-
rescence. If SSB had been displaced from DNA completely,
donor fluorescence should have increased by 4 to 5 times
but fluorescence only increased about 1.5-fold. While these
experiments show that SSB is still bound to DNA, the mag-
nitude of the decrease in FRET may not represent the aver-
age distance that SSB has moved along ssDNA away from
the donor because the clamp loader bends ssDNA (Figure
7). Bending of ssDNA that occurs when the clamp loader
binds likely places SSB in closer proximity to the donor in
3D space to increase FRET and partially offset the decrease
in FRET due the increase in the number of nucleotides be-
tween SSB and the donor on DNA.

The major mode of SSB binding to partner proteins
(SIPs) is via protein–protein interactions between the con-
served C-tail of SSB and the SIP (reviewed in (1,5)). The C-
terminal end of SSB starting at about residue 112 (of 177 to-
tal amino acid residues) is intrinsically disordered and is of-
ten depicted as an unfolded flexible rope-like structure as in
our diagrams (77–79). If this were the case, it seems unlikely
that the clamp loader and other SSB binding proteins would
be able to bind the C-tail and effectively remodel DNA-
SSB. A more rigid structure within the disordered region of
SSB would allow proteins to push on SSB to remodel DNA-
SSB to create space on ssDNA to bind. Molecular modeling
studies suggest that although the disordered region does not
fold into a regular structure, it does collapse into a globular
state (80). This may provide the rigidity needed for DNA-
SSB remodeling. Another interesting possibility is that in-
teraction of the C-tail with a SSB binding partner induces
the intrinsically disordered region to become structured.

Single-molecule studies suggest that SSB binding part-
ners can remodel DNA-SSB by shifting the binding mode
from (SSB)65 to (SSB)35 exposing a region of ssDNA
(23,26,63,66). While our ensemble FRET measurements
cannot distinguish between binding modes, they do ad-
dress the timing of DNA-SSB remodeling which is not
addressed in single molecule experiments. The timing of
DNA-SSB remodeling binding shows that the clamp loader
actively remodels DNA-SSB on binding rather than bind-
ing DNA-SSB that has spontaneously rearranged which is
supported by experiments with the SSB deletion mutant,
SSB�C1. If the clamp loader were taking advantage of
spontaneous DNA-SSB rearrangements, then the SSB�C1
mutant would not have been inhibitory. Thus, protein–
protein interactions between the clamp loader and SSB fa-
cilitate rapid and efficient remodeling so that clamp loading
occurs at rates that are not impeded by the presence of SSB
bound to DNA.
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